
Base indicator investigation.  

 Universal indicator gives us colour changes that indicates the pH of a substance

 At home we can use a base indicator, such as turmeric water (natural indicator).

Tumeric water is yellow in colour: Turns red in a base

                   : stays yellow in an acid 

                   : Stays / changes to yellow in neutral. 

LETS TEST THE ABOVE 

Steps to follow: 

 1. Prepare 2 X clear containers or glasses with half a teaspoon of turmeric powder each 

 2. Add in water to fill half the glass / container (you now have a simple turmeric water mixture / 

natural base indicator) 

 3. Add a few drops of Ammonium based detergent (eg. Handy Andy) to one of the turmeric 

water (record your observation) 

 4. Add a few drops of vinegar (acetic ac

observation) 

 5. Now add a few drops of vinegar to the first turmeric water containing handy andy (note, this 

is neutralization reaction) Record your observation)

Fill in your results below: 

Substance  Colour of indicator

Water Yellow

Ammonium deterg/handy 

andy 

Yellow

vinegar yellow

 

Questions : 

1. Why is it not appropriate to use turmeric water as an 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Universal indicator gives us colour changes that indicates the pH of a substance

At home we can use a base indicator, such as turmeric water (natural indicator).

Tumeric water is yellow in colour: Turns red in a base 

: stays yellow in an acid  

: Stays / changes to yellow in neutral.  

Prepare 2 X clear containers or glasses with half a teaspoon of turmeric powder each 

f the glass / container (you now have a simple turmeric water mixture / 

Add a few drops of Ammonium based detergent (eg. Handy Andy) to one of the turmeric 

water (record your observation)  

Add a few drops of vinegar (acetic acid) to the other turmeric water. (record your 

add a few drops of vinegar to the first turmeric water containing handy andy (note, this 

is neutralization reaction) Record your observation) 

                                     

Colour of indicator Colour of indicator with 

substance added in 

Acid ,Base , neutral

Yellow   

Yellow   

yellow   

Why is it not appropriate to use turmeric water as an indicator for acids and neutrals?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Universal indicator gives us colour changes that indicates the pH of a substance 

At home we can use a base indicator, such as turmeric water (natural indicator). 

Prepare 2 X clear containers or glasses with half a teaspoon of turmeric powder each  

f the glass / container (you now have a simple turmeric water mixture / 

Add a few drops of Ammonium based detergent (eg. Handy Andy) to one of the turmeric 

id) to the other turmeric water. (record your 

add a few drops of vinegar to the first turmeric water containing handy andy (note, this 

Acid ,Base , neutral 

indicator for acids and neutrals? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 



2. Give a reason why turmeric water is a natural base indicator? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Explain your observation in step 5  

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 


